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ASSESSING THE EVOLUTION OF CRYPTOCURRENCY: DEMAND FACTORS, LATENT VALUE, AND REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS

Ryan Clements

INTRODUCTION

Cryptocurrency—and particularly Bitcoin—has a polarizing effect on people. Some call it “unsustainable” 1 while others question its “environmental im-

---

Famed banker Jamie Dimon calls Bitcoin a “fraud” and says that it’s “worse than tulip bulbs.” Former Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) Chairman Arthur Levitt, Jr., thinks it benefits “the disenfranchised living in places banks cannot or will not serve.”

Rappers, celebrities, and even Floyd Mayweather, Jr., want in on the action, and if you own enough of it, Bitcoin can buy you citizenship in “one of the happiest countries” on the planet. It is easy to get lost in the hype and noise of this nascent market that, over the course of its history has exhibited, at times, almost a “religious” like devotion. The purpose of this Comment is to analyze the roots of this fervor—including that which drove Bitcoin’s initial demand surge—and investigate whether cryptocurrency can survive a market bubble that experienced a significant correction in 2018.


Despite its price drop in 2018, the cryptocurrency market in 2017 experienced unprecedented growth driven by improved ease of access, speculation, familiarity, media attention, network effects, mining activity, distrust of traditional banking, global instability hedging, and a demand effect from the initial coin offering (“ICO”) market. The market correction in 2018 strengthens the speculation that 2017 prices were an asset bubble. Nevertheless, the future of cryptocurrency is impossible to predict. Although it is unlikely that cryptocurrency will eliminate trusted intermediaries or replace sovereign fiat altogether, it has numerous latent value propositions and long-term use cases. These include distributed ledger technology (“DLT”) and blockchain innovations (particularly in financial payments, settlements, clearing, supply chain, agriculture, and voting), identity and data protection mechanisms, crowd-funding, and decentralized business applications and services.

There may also be long-term benefits to a bubble, including “long tail” successes, hype-financed research and development in DLT and blockchain infrastructure (that wouldn’t have otherwise received funding in a reticent market), and consumer familiarity benefits. The regulatory response to date has largely been enforcement-based (emphasizing fraud detection and criminal deterrence), with public statements and interest across a diverse range of regulatory bodies, rather than unified rules. There are, however, inherent difficulties in regulating the cryptocurrency market, which will be discussed in detail in this Comment.

I. HOW DID WE GET HERE? DEMAND FACTORS AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

A. Cryptocurrency and the Historic Price Run

Cryptocurrency is “digital money” secured through cryptology and running on a “blockchain”—a distributed, decentralized ledger where individuals can anonymously transact and maintain records without an intermediary. Bitcoin is the most widely known (and currently the most valuable) cryptocurrency.


There are many others, most notably Ether, the token that powers the popular Ethereum blockchain (the technology behind smart contracts), and Litecoin, a cryptocurrency designed for smaller payments. Cryptocurrency is “divorced from governments and central banks” which makes it “decentralized” and immune from inflation (and deflation) and some believe a “quicker, cheaper and more reliable form of payment.” In 2017, the value of cryptocurrency surged with Bloomberg calling the initial price run “staggering” and noting that its run was larger than the dot.com boom in technology stocks. In 2018, the market values of popular cryptocurrencies (including Bitcoin) experienced a steep decline. Nevertheless, current market prices are still significantly higher than those of late 2016 and early 2017. So what exactly has driven the demand for cryptocurrency?

B. Familiarity, Ease of Access, Speculation, and Network Effects

The ease of purchasing cryptocurrency combined with increased media attention has led to an influx of new, less sophisticated buyers, and there is an

15. The market cap of Bitcoin, on December 13, 2017, was just under $278 billion. As of November 16, 2018, the market cap is just under $100 billion. See Cryptocurrency Market Capitalizations, BITCONNECT https://coinmarketcap.com (last visited Nov. 16, 2018).
19. Id.
active effort underway to make the market less opaque. Universities around the world are starting to offer courses on cryptocurrency, and Netflix and Khan Academy series have increased public familiarity with cryptocurrency, DLT, and blockchain. Demand is also amplified by a “network effect,” where a technology becomes more valuable simply because more people are using it. For example, Coinbase (the largest Bitcoin exchange in the United States) added over 100,000 customers in one day after the Chicago Mercantile Exchange announced it would launch Bitcoin futures. There has also been significant mining and development activity as well as purchases of cryptocurrency as a hedging substitute for gold or the U.S. dollar.

C. The Initial Coin Offering Market

Another factor driving demand is the initial coin offering (“ICO”) market (which was red hot in 2017), where a company issues digital coins or tokens that provide access to a service (called a “utility” or “app” token) or that represent an investment opportunity (like a traditional security). ICOs generated in excess of $1.2 billion of start-up capital in 2017, and many see them as a workaround traditional venture capital.


34. See Paul Vigna, Forget and IPO, Coin Offerings Are New Road to Startup Riches, WALL ST. J. (July 7, 2017, 8:34 AM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/forget-an-ipoin-coin-offerings-are-new-road-to-startup-riches-1499425200; see also Arjun Kharpal, Initial coin offerings have raised $1.2
$500 million token sale (which would be the largest ICO ever). Also, participation in an ICO generally requires Bitcoin or Ether. So, as the economic principle of supply and demand dictates, greater demand for ICOs means greater demand for Bitcoin or Ether (hence the price rise).

D. Regional Instability and Post-Financial Crisis Institutional Distrust

Another demand factor is the continuing, post-financial crisis distrust of the traditional banking sector. Some investors (mostly outside of stable monetary systems) view Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies as a hedge against volatile local currencies and geopolitical risk (for example the large “mining” activity in Venezuela, despite the physical risks). As long as some countries support Bitcoin, there will be continuing demand for it. Some investors are taking the position that it is a “new gold” given its fixed supply. This belief is starting to gain traction, and there is currently “more money trying to get in than out”—increasing demand even further.

---


E. Criminal Activity and Regulation Through Enforcement

How have regulators in the U.S. responded to this historic price run? For the most part through fraud detection, enforcement, anti-money laundering, and general criminal deterrence. Congress is aware of the dangers of cryptocurrency.42 Bitcoin is a known criminal haven, and a way of facilitating nefarious activity like “donating to Wikileaks.”43 A recent study by Omri Marian suggests that cryptocurrencies are “super tax havens” and that they could become the “weapon of choice for tax evaders.”44 Cryptocurrency is also utilized by hackers45 because of anonymity and the ability to convert it into cash (or “wash” it) in the “darknet” (where developers take a “cut” for “cleaning” the money).46 One recent report noted that banks have even started to “hoard Bitcoin” as a purse for future ransom attacks.47

The SEC has applied enforcement or cease and desist orders48 used in traditional securities matters (like fraud, illegal trading, or pump and dump49) for digital currency.50 It has also rejected applications for cryptocurrency-based exchange-traded funds.51 Also, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) recently cracked down on an alleged Ponzi scheme orchestrated

---


47. See SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMM’N, RELEASE NO. 78282, ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING FILE NO. 3-17335, IN THE MATTER OF BITCOIN INVESTMENT TRUST AND SECOND MKT., INC. (July 11, 2016).


through Gelfman Blueprint, Inc. and also requested information on leverage and margin requirements from Coinbase in relation to a June 2017 “flash crash” on its GDAX platform. The CFTC has granted registration orders to LedgerX as a derivatives clearing organization and swap execution facility and has allowed the self-certification of Bitcoin derivative products by the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and the CBOE Futures Exchange as well as Bitcoin binary options on the Cantor Exchange. It has also pursued enforcement actions against BFXNA Inc., Coinflip, Inc. (Derivabit), and Francisco Riordan (for operating an unauthorized online facility connecting Bitcoin options counterparties). Moreover, the Department of Justice has also pursued criminal charges in money laundering matters using cryptocurrency and has recently reported cryptocurrency as a threat to drug enforcement measures. The Financial Crime Enforcement Network (“FinCEN”), a branch of the U.S. Treasury Department, has issued guidance on the application of the Bank Secrecy Act and other anti-money-laundering laws to cryptocurrency and requires “admin-

F. Regulatory Challenges, Overlapping Jurisdiction, and Resultant Costs

Regulating cryptocurrency is difficult because the rules were not designed for it, and it is hard to keep pace with new business models and innovation (for example, AirSwap, a decentralized exchange framework powered by smart contracts). Regulators want to avoid the “cobra-effect”—where a solution to a problem makes the problem worse. Also, there is uncertainty about what cryptocurrency actually is—it is a currency, a commodity, a payment mechanism, property, an asset, or a combination of these? An example of the un-


70. See JOHN H. CLIPPINGER & DAVID BOLLIER, FROM BITCOIN TO BURNING MAN AND BEYOND: THE QUEST FOR IDENTITY AND AUTONOMY IN A DIGITAL SOCIETY (2014).

certainty is the SEC determination made on July 25th, 2017 (citing the “Howey test” and other cases), which stated that a public offering of digital tokens known as “the DAO” was an offering of securities that was subject to federal law. The ruling provided clarity to token issuers who were offering “profit-based” coins: they would need to comply with securities laws. However, it also created uncertainty because it did not address “underlying utility” tokens that were not profit-based but rather granted the holder a right to a service (like data storage). This led some to believe that such tokens are unregulated. Similar developments have taken place in Canada and Australia.

Cryptocurrency exchanges trigger money transmission laws on a state level (wherein laws tend to vary widely), creating high costs of compliance for companies and hampering the speed of innovation. With the introduction by the New York Department of Financial Services (“NYDFS”) of the Virtual Currency Regulatory Framework and the granting of trust charters to virtual currency exchanges, there is potential relief to the extensive state-to-state registration requirements.


78. See Roberts, supra note 76; see also Josh Garcia & Marco Santori, SEC Publishes Landmark Guidance on Blockchain Tokens, LEXOLOGY (Aug. 9, 2017), https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=0db16f4b-5e48-43a0-b08d-5c8a0f7b0b455.


83. See id.
costs. The NYDFS’s “bitlicense” regime, however, has not been embraced. Also on the horizon is the Regulation of Virtual Currency Business Act, published by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, which could allow for regulatory reciprocity across states.

G. Public Statements, Backdoor Rulemaking, and Goodhart’s Law

Another regulatory development is the interplay of public statements (which provide some guidance but are not formal laws with notice and public comment) and policy through enforcement. In 2017, in relation to the cryptocurrency market, the SEC issued public statements on celebrity promotion of ICOs, retail investor protection and cybersecurity, and public companies making ICO related claims. LabCFTC, an initiative launched by the CFTC in May 2017 to facilitate “market-enhancing financial technology (“FinTech”) innovation, fair market competition, and proactive regulatory excellence and understanding of emerging technologies” recently issued a Primer on Virtual Currencies which discussed various “use cases” for cryptocurrency and the CFTC’s role in oversight and jurisdiction. Based on the CFTC primer, virtual currency could be a medium of exchange, unit of account, store of value, or a convertible

---


currency,"93 and the definition of “commodity” in the Commodity Exchange Act (“CEA”) is broad enough to include both “currency” and “all services, rights, and interests . . . in which contacts for future delivery are presently or in the future dealt in.”94

Even if a utility token is not a “security” under the Howey Test, or otherwise triggers the criteria set out in the SEC’s DAO determination, it may still fall within CFTC jurisdiction.95 A utility token might be classified by the CFTC as a currency or a contract for the future exchange of services, rights, or interests and thereby subject to the jurisdiction of the CEA.96 Utility token issuers would undoubtedly challenge such an interpretation (and would argue their offering is akin to a prepaid service or expense). Nevertheless, there are no bright lines in the primer—only general guidance that the CFTC considers cryptocurrencies to be commodities and that it is actively monitoring this market.97 This approach has been described as “making policy about financial technology through enforcement actions rather than traditional rulemaking”98 and denying public notice and comment.99 This is not the first instance in which the CFTC has been accused of regulating through the “backdoor.”100 Current SEC Commissioner Hester Pierce argues that the CFTC has engaged in extensive backdoor policy making (like staff letters, long policy statements, guidance and enforcement actions) in relation to implementing its mandate under the Dodd-
Frank Act. This makes understanding the CFTC’s actions difficult for the public and (arguably) violates the Administrative Procedure Act.

When considering the trend to regulate by enforcement, one is reminded of the famous “Goodhart’s Law” (named after economist Charles Goodhart). Professor Lawrence Baxter has summarized this phenomenon as follows: “target regulation is inherently self-defeating because strategic action will be taken to work around the targets.” Goodhart’s Law is often cited in relation to financial regulations that “miss the mark” since market participants “game the system” and act strategically around the regulations. Perhaps the regulatory approach currently identifiable in the cryptocurrency market—overlapping jurisdiction, rule making through enforcement, and application uncertainty—is intentional. It keeps ICO issuers on their feet (and continually consulting with their lawyers); otherwise, they are unable to “game the system.” Intentional ambiguity on the part of the regulators is unlikely; however, it might be a reasonable short-term strategy given the new, and constantly evolving, market. But a time will come when regulators will have to set out clear-cut guidelines.

II. WHERE ARE WE GOING? EVOLVING USE CASES, LATENT VALUE, AND REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS

A. Social Scalability or Sovereign Showdown?

To call Nick Szabo an “enigma” might be an understatement. This erudite computer scientist, who holds an honorary doctorate in social sciences from Universidad Francisco Marroquin in Guatemala and went to law school “for fun,” is widely regarded as one of the most influential people in blockchain technology and cryptocurrency as well as a “quiet master of cryptocurren-

101. Id.


He created “Bit Gold,”108 the predecessor of Bitcoin, and some (actually many) believe that he is in fact the mysterious Satoshi Nakamoto109 (the creator of Bitcoin)—though Szabo has explicitly denied this claim.110 In his widely read blog Unenumerated, Szabo suggests that Bitcoin is “now in important ways the most reliable and secure financial network in the world”111 and that the true value in Bitcoin is in something he calls “social scalability.”112 Szabo says that to understand the concept of social scalability we must recognize our cognitive and institutional limitations.113 Technological advancements (like the Internet) and institutional progress (like the facilitation of open global markets) have “lowered cognitive costs” and created a world, previously unknown, where a single entity, at a low cost, can connect and transact with others across previously impenetrable barriers.114

According to Szabo, cyber security and information technology innovations reduce our “vulnerability” to each other (which is needed as the number of active participants in this new world is constantly increasing) in a process he calls “trust minimization,” which in turn frees our “cognitive capacity.”115 We currently require “institutional” oversight (laws, regulators, etc.) because our cyber security protocols do not give us “complete guarantees when accounting for all

113. Id. (Szabo defines social scalability as “the ability of an institution – a relationship or shared endeavour, in which multiple people repeatedly participate, and featuring customs, rules, or other features which constrain or motivate participant’s behaviours – to overcome shortcomings in human minds and in the motivating or constraining aspects of said institution that limit who or how many can successfully participate.”).
114. Id. (“The more an institution depends on local laws, customs, or language, the less socially scalable it is.”).
115. Id. (“Innovations in social scalability involve institutional and technological improvements that move function from mind to paper or mind to machine, lowering cognitive costs while increasing the value of information flowing between minds, reducing vulnerability, and/or searching for and discovering new and mutually beneficial participants.”).
116. Id. (“A wide variety of innovations reduce our vulnerability to fellow participants, intermediaries, and outsiders, and thereby lower our need to spend our scarce cognitive capacities worrying about how an increasingly large number of increasingly diverse people might behave . . . . Trust minimization is reducing the vulnerability of participants to each other’s and to outsider’s and intermediaries’ potential for harmful behaviour.”).
possible behaviors of all participants.” Bitcoin, smart contracts, and blockchain technology, Szabo advocates, will increase social scalability on an elaborate scale because, unlike the social scalability of the Internet (which he calls “matchmaking”), the social scalability of blockchain, smart contracts, and cryptocurrency is “trust minimization,” which allows us to increase the scale of our social interactions while simultaneously reducing the need for institutional (or legal) oversight. In a podcast episode with popular author Tim Ferris, Szabo (citing Ayn Rand and Atlas Shrugged) stated that digital currency advocates are seeking a post-regulatory “Galt’s Gulch in the cloud.”

Szabo does, however, acknowledge that “utopian schemes” are not “viable options” and that we are much more likely to rework our regulatory and organizational structures rather than “designing from scratch.” Nevertheless, he believes society is moving towards a state of affairs where we enforce “data integrity via computer science rather than via ‘calling the cops.’” From an evolutionary perspective, Szabo’s views mirror, in many ways, those of historian and futurist Yuval Noah Harari, whose best-selling books SAPIENS: A BRIEF HISTORY OF MANKIND and HOMO DEUS: A BRIEF HISTORY OF TOMORROW describes two jumps in human cognitive capacity: one through the collective adoption of “myths” shared by humans to allow “millions of strangers to cooperate and work towards common goals” and a second, modern cognitive evolution by way of technology. According to Harari, we are now beginning in-

117. Id. (“For example, encryption can strongly protect an email from direct eavesdropping by third parties, but the sender still trusts the recipient to not forward or otherwise divulge the contents of that email directly or indirectly to any undesired third parties.”).
118. Id. (Szabo defines “matchmaking” as “facilitating the mutual discovery of mutually beneficial participants.”).
119. Id. (“A blockchain can reduce vulnerability by locking in the integrity of some important performances (such as the creation and payment of money) and some important informational flows, and in the future may reduce the vulnerability of the integrity of some important matchmaking functions.”).
120. See The Tim Ferriss Show, Nick Szabo Interview, YOUTUBE (Aug. 11, 2017), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FA3UjA0gY.
121. Szabo, supra note 112.
122. Id.
Increasingly to look to technology rather than institutions to solve society’s problems.\textsuperscript{127}

Much of the value speculation, uncertainty, derision, and even excitement in today’s cryptocurrency market is because the future is an unknown and very different world than the one that we currently occupy.\textsuperscript{128} Is it possible that our fears are misplaced simply because we cannot foresee the future, and this uncertain tension gives rise to bias in favor of the status quo?\textsuperscript{129} The media discussion surrounding Bitcoin usually compares it to traditional government fiat; however, this might be a false comparison—maybe cryptocurrency is not fiat at all but rather a “new asset class that enable[s] decentralized applications.”\textsuperscript{130} Or even grander—maybe it is a redefinition of the entire Internet, or, as Mike Orcutt puts it, “a new kind of Web in which we won’t have to trust banks, corporations, or governments with our valuable data.”\textsuperscript{131}

Perhaps we are not heading for a showdown between the sovereign and technological anarchists at all but rather an adoption by the sovereign of the underlying technology powering Bitcoin for traditional fiat. Several governments, including Sweden, Canada, Singapore, and China have begun testing cryptocurrency technology to be used in various central banking functions.\textsuperscript{132} A “Fedcoin” has some support by economists as a mitigation of volatility.\textsuperscript{133} This posi-

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{128} See Thomas Heath, Is Bitcoin Another Tulip Craze or a Legitimate Investment?, WASH. POST (Sept. 14, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/get-there/wp/2017/09/14/is-bitcoin-another-tulip-craze-or-a-legitimate-investment/?utm_term=.dc78d516ec25 (In the article Christian Catalini, Assistant Professor for technological innovation at MIT’s Sloan School of Management, notes: “with bitcoin, you have the ability to exchange a scare, digital token across the globe without having to rely on an intermediary. This is a fundamental change in how we transfer value across the globe and how we design marketplaces.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{131} Orcutt, supra note 8.
  \item \textsuperscript{132} See Mike Orcutt, Governments are Testing Their Own Cryptocurrencies, MIT TECH. REV. (Sept. 25, 2017), https://www.technologyreview.com/s/608910/governments-are-testing-their-own-cryptocurrencies/.
\end{itemize}
tion, however, is controversial because there are concerns about who would perform ledger verifications and whether its use would facilitate bank runs.134 Perhaps the future will not involve a substitution of cryptocurrency for fiat but rather a “parallel currency” (that can only be used domestically).135 This is also controversial as the State could, in theory, use it as a mechanism of “social control” (restricting usage against certain commodities like guns, alcohol, sugar, etc.).136 Perhaps the Sovereign’s application will not be in retail at all but rather in the wholesale markets, in line with a recent article published by the Bank of International Settlements, allowing clearing and settlements in the wholesale market via cryptocurrency.137

B. Bubble Dynamics and the Inevitability of Market Cycles

There are many high-profile individuals like Warren Buffett,138 Ray Dalio,139 and Mark Cuban140 who are skeptical of cryptocurrency—particularly Bitcoin. In the words of Joe Kennedy, it is time to leave the market when “shoe-shine boys give stock tips.”141 Angela Walch, Associate Professor of Law at St. Mary’s University, suggested that this was precisely the state of the market in 2017: “[i]f you put the word ‘crypto’ or ‘token’ or ‘coin’ around an offering, it doesn’t matter what the substance or fundamentals behind it are, they are drawing money, and that’s a dangerous situation.”142 Yale Economics Professor and Nobel Laureate Robert Shiller was one of the first to note the bubble dynamics of Bitcoin and stated that, like other bubbles, it was driven by “stories” rather

134. Orcutt, supra note 132.
136. Id.
than “fundamentals.” Investment manager and author Andy Kessler argued that there was no rational metric that explained the valuation of Bitcoin in late 2017. It is not a scarce commodity (like precious metal) but, because of the blockchain, is rather a “software as a service—transactions for a price, like credit cards.” Unlike credit card providers, however, Bitcoin has a fee structure that is “some 3000 times less than Visa.”

Even if Shiller and others are correct (and the 2018 price correction provides support for their arguments) does this mean that the underlying technology (or idea for that matter) will forever disappear? The Internet bubble burst, and it did not lead to the extinction of the Internet—quite the opposite. Perhaps we are heading for a showdown between the sovereign and those who would prefer to live in “Galt’s Gulch in the cloud.” Or perhaps, as former SEC Chairman Arthur Leavitt, Jr., put it, cryptocurrency is “here to stay.” It is also possible that we are asking the wrong question. Perhaps, instead of speculating about whether the cryptocurrency bubble will decline even further, we should just accept its inevitability and instead look for the most appropriate response (including non-intervention). Devotees of Hyman Minsky’s “financial instability hypothesis” (which came to some prominence in the aftermath of the 2008 global financial crisis) would argue that bubbles are inevitable, and that “stretches of prosperity,” bull market booms, and price run-ups just “sow the seeds of the next crisis.” Minsky’s framework is based on a view that “capitalist economies exhibit inflations and debt deflations which seem to have the potential to spin out of control” and that government intervention can often compound the problem.

---


145. See Ferriss, supra note 108.

146. See Heath, supra note 128; see also Levitt & Smith, supra note 5.


149. Id. at 8. For a further discussion of how regulation can potentially destabilize liabilities see Jose Gabilondo, Dodd-Frank, Liability Structure, and Financial Instability Cycles: Neither a (Ponzi) Borrower Nor a Lender Be, 46 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 469 (2011).
C. The Systemic Implications of a Cryptocurrency Price Collapse

The “pre-sale” offering dynamics of an ICO allow for significant “pump and dump” risk to retail investors (reminiscent of the IPO tech bubble). Institutional investors will often come in at a much lower pre-ICO price and ride the “hype” to a quick cash out; less sophisticated investors are then “left holding the proverbial bag.”

There is no question that the ICO market is rife with hype, speculation—even fraud—and that a lot of people are positioned to lose money. Should the regulators take a more aggressive stance on the market in light of the bubble dynamics that are developing?

The question of more aggressive intervention is usually a function of the systemic risks inherent in a bubble, and in the case of cryptocurrency those seem (at the moment) to be contained. Professor Robert Wolcott of Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management, suggests cryptocurrency is not a “too big to fail” scenario because it (intentionally) operates “outside of incumbent financial systems.” As a result, it does not pose “at-risk participation” threats (the extent that broad sectors of the market are participating in a risky behaviour) or “interdependence” risk (the extent that basic financial systems have “multiple dependencies” on the market in question).

This could change, however, with institutional participation in the Bitcoin futures market. Wolcott suggests we should hope for a bubble bursting soon to “mitigate the cost of learning to the economy.”

When you look at cryptocurrency through the framework of the recent global financial crisis you see other differences. The Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission (“FCIC”), in its final report on the causes of the financial crisis, identified many factors—in addition to interdependence and contagion—that contributed to the crisis. These included—but were not limited to—a general environment of deregulation, a belief (by former Federal Reserve Chairman

155. Id.
156. Id.
158. Id. at 52–67.
Alan Greenspan) that it was “beyond the ability of regulators” to foresee crashes, the mismanagement of government-sponsored entities in pursuit of executive bonuses, growth in shadow banking and high risk derivatives, a period of extreme growth, a dramatic increase in poor quality loans and predatory lending practices, a disregard of prudent underwriting standards and quality control for mortgages, errors made by rating agencies, manipulation of accounting standards, extreme executive compensation, and moral hazard. Really, the only similarity with cryptocurrency, at least at this point, is greed and a period of rapid growth.

D. Public Trust in a Changing Financial World

If cryptocurrency is to become viable in the long-term, it must generate the same trust as traditional fiat. One could argue that much of the “fear mongering” coming from the traditional banking sector is due, in large part, to the threat cryptocurrency represents to core banking business sectors. However, uncertainty could also be attributed to the cyber-security risks noted above, with one recent study going as far as to label it a “substantial danger in terms of criminal enterprise.” Another study labelled cryptocurrency a “threat to domestic and international security” and advocated for making the entire market illegal. Further, there are no government guarantees, like deposit insurance, in the case of cryptocurrency. Independent of a stable regulatory environment, the general consumer must become comfortable with it to be sustainable long term. There have been many “high profile” cryptocurrency hacks over the past several years, calling its safety into serious question. The most notable include the infamous “Mt. Gox” digital currency exchange breach (which resulted in a

159. Id. at 3.
160. Id. at 16.
161. Id. at 27–38.
162. Id. at 38–52.
163. Id. at 64.
164. Id. at 102–04.
165. Id. at 78.
166. Id. at 107–08.
167. Id. at 112.
168. Id. at 177.
169. Id. at 64.
170. Id. at 65; id. at 134; id. at 165.
171. See Kim, supra note 5.
loss of nearly $460 million),\textsuperscript{174} the Coindash breach (which resulted in a hacker stealing nearly $7 million worth of Ethereum),\textsuperscript{175} the hack of the DAO offering (which resulted in losses of over $50 million),\textsuperscript{176} the Bithumb (South Korean exchange) hack of customer data,\textsuperscript{177} and the recent “cell-phone” attacks across numerous networks including Verizon, T-Mobile, Sprint, and AT&T.\textsuperscript{178}

Cryptocurrency may be ushering in a completely new business and legal framework—the “decentralized business model”\textsuperscript{179}—and wholesale changes to long-established systems give people pause. Cryptocurrency technology is allowing companies to create and sell their own tokens which can serve a number of purposes including “utility” or usage rights, as well as profit participation through crowd funded ICOs. With this technology, it is now possible to contemplate a world of business without centralized control or board of director driven fiduciary oversight.\textsuperscript{180}

E. Cryptocurrency’s Long-Term Value Proposition

Not everyone shares Jamie Dimon’s view of Cryptocurrency. Goldman Sachs is considering dedicating a trading operation to digital currencies.\textsuperscript{181} Bitcoin, despite its popularity, has drawbacks, like high mining fees,\textsuperscript{182} but maybe a better cryptocurrency will replace it, or a sovereign will adopt their own cryptocurrency altogether? Internationally, government reception of cryptocurrency has been varied. Japan has embraced it, officially recognizing 11

\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{175} See Jen Wieczner, Hackers Just Stole $7 Million in Brazen Ethereum Cryptocurrency Heist, FORTUNE (July 18, 2017), http://fortune.com/2017/07/18/ethereum-coindash-ico-hack/.
\item\textsuperscript{176} See Klint Finley, A $50 Million Hack Just Showed That the DAO Was All Too Human, WIRED (June 18, 2016, 4:30 AM), https://www.wired.com/2016/06/50-million-hack-just-showed dao-human/.
\item\textsuperscript{180} Id.
firms recently as “registered cryptocurrency exchange operators” and even considering creating their own sovereign cryptocurrency called the “J-Coin.” Dubai also recently launched a government-backed cryptocurrency called “emCash.” China, on the other hand, has banned ICOs, coin exchanges, commercial trading, and even one-on-one and peer-to-peer trading. South Korea has also taken a negative stance by banning new virtual currencies sold through ICOs.

Jeremy Philips of Columbia Business School acknowledges that cryptocurrency doesn’t have “the backing of a sovereign nation,” but, on the other hand, government fiat is also “largely dependent on trust” and is generally created “out of thin air.” He argues that cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin are rising and could rise even further given the fact that Bitcoin for example cannot be devalued by “centralized monetary policy” because it is more like gold with a fixed quantity. Philips also states that new “use cases” for digital currency are add-


191. Id. The argument for Bitcoin as a replacement for gold is however controversial. See James Mackintosh, Bitcoin’s Wild Ride Shows the Truth: It Is Probably Worth Zero, WALL ST. J. (Sept. 18, 2017, 3:08 PM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/bitcoins-wild-ride-shows-the-truth-it-is-probably-worth-zero-1505766623 (“Gold has a value far above what is justified by its uses in electronics and jewelry only because (almost) everyone agrees that it has value. That ‘network effect’ is what Bitcoin needs to establish itself, and the more attention it garners, the more likely it is to become established. Yet gold has had thousands of years and a history of being used to back money to support its position”).
ing to its stickiness, citing examples such as regulatory arbitrage and “open source software of distributed storage networks.” Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin will continue to have value (as both a medium of exchange and store of value) when there is a lack of stability in a local government’s fiat—and the recent popularity of cryptocurrency in Venezuela is a robust case study for this proposition. Former SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt, Jr., suggests the issue is not whether cryptocurrency is better than “established systems” (like the United States and Western Europe) but rather how it impacts “the 2.5 billion people excluded from the established system?” Levitt also believes that holding cryptocurrency can be preferable to local currency in many places and notes that in the U.K. there was a run up in Bitcoin holdings in light of Brexit uncertainty. In politically unstable regions it can be held as an “alternative currency.” There is also underlying value in DLT as applied to cryptography and peer-to-peer networking.

F. Long Tail Successes, Hype-Financed Infrastructure, and Research and Development

Bubbles can have an “important upside” as a financial engine for “innovation and growth.” Without a bubble, as suggested by William Janeway, Managing Director at the Venture Capital firm Warbug Pincus, “many productive technologies and companies would otherwise struggle to find financing.” As a result, bubbles may be more than what NEW YORKER writer John Cassidy calls a “destructive sideshow.” A recent JOURNAL OF FINANCIAL ECONOMICS study, by Ramana Nanda and Matthew Rhodes-Kropf (2013), looked at “seed or series A investment” of technology start-ups from 1985 to 2004 (12,285 firms). It showed that venture capital (“VC”) activity in the United States during “hot markets” led to risky investing by VCs but also “a mindset of experimentation and a willingness to fail” that led to funding which may not otherwise have been available.
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happened. An interesting note is what happens in the “tails of the distribution of outcomes” of start-ups that obtain funding during bubbles. The authors report that although companies who were started during a “hot period” are “significantly more likely to go bankrupt than those founded in periods when fewer start-up firms were funded,” other companies ended up being “extremely successful and innovative.” In other words—a bubble extends both sides of the distribution “tail”—there is not only more failure but also more “extreme success.” Moreover, a company that “succeeds” (the authors define success as an “IPO or acquisition”) will “simultaneously create more value.”

Daniel Gross, the author of the book *POP! WHY BUBBLES ARE GREAT FOR THE ECONOMY*, suggests that a bubble has a detrimental effect only when “resources are allocated efficiently and investors and consumers behave rationally.” Gross believes that bubbles create “infrastructure” which is then consolidated and put to long-term use. Bubbles also create “mental infrastructure” because of “marketing, advertising, promotion, hype and brand awareness.” This applies to cryptocurrency as we see the development of ano-
cillary technologies and market enhancing competition. John Cassidy, the author of *How Markets Fail: The Logic of Economic Calamities* and *Dot.Com: How America Lost Its Mind and Money in the Internet Era*, notes that a bubble facilitates research and development in useful areas post-bubble. Economist Steven Fazzari, agrees and says there is a “link between access to finance and the amount of research and development that firms, particularly young ones, carry out.” A blockchain expert Peter Van Valkenburgh calls research into speculative technologies “socially productive” because it “allocates capital to long-shot paradigm shifting innovation.”

**CONCLUSION: ASSESSING THE FUTURE**

What does the future of cryptocurrency entail? This question is impossible to answer, but there are signs pointing in several directions. Cryptocurrency, in some form, is likely here to stay, but so is government fiat. New forms of cryptocurrency will emerge to fill value gaps, and today’s leaders (like Bitcoin and Ether) will pressure major banks and tech players (like Amazon, Facebook, and Dropbox) to improve their products and services. In addition to smart contracts innovations, DLT may improve global payments, equities clearing consumers and businesses to spend their money in fundamentally different ways. The telegraphs slashed per-word rates to compete with the mail and with each other. The railroads slashed freight rates to compete with canals and rivers, and with each other. In the 1990s, the entire e-commerce sector spent furiously to persuade consumers and businesses to take the leap of faith and buy stuff—stocks, books, airline tickets, pet food, groceries, diamonds, chemicals, you name it—online.
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and settlement,\textsuperscript{221} supply chain management,\textsuperscript{222} and possibly even “online voting results.”\textsuperscript{223} It will also improve identity and data protection through “self sovereign identity schemes,”\textsuperscript{224} which will have positive implications for charities.\textsuperscript{225} It may also enhance wholesale energy trading markets,\textsuperscript{226} as well as government functionality and regulatory technology.\textsuperscript{227}

Adaptive regulatory measures will emerge to reflect these changes,\textsuperscript{228} and regulators will continue for a time with their varied, overlapping, and often “backdoor” enforcement focused approach\textsuperscript{229} (which can reduce gaming incentives);\textsuperscript{230} however, clear-cut regulatory regimes will eventually emerge. As illustrated in other jurisdictions, regulatory efforts to provide education and


transparency can be positive for the cryptocurrency space because they provide public familiarity, credibility, and simplicity to an otherwise opaque market.\textsuperscript{231} The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (“OCC”), which has an internal Office of Innovation,\textsuperscript{232} recently announced a special purpose banking fintech charter,\textsuperscript{233} which has been contested at the state level.\textsuperscript{234} However, because the OCC’s special purpose charter proposal is focused on “core banking,” Congressman David Schweikert, (R-Ariz.) has suggested that it does not do enough to support crypto and digital currency companies.\textsuperscript{235} It is also uncertain whether cryptocurrency will ever be substitutable for wage payment given its current treatment by the IRS and its inherent price volatility.\textsuperscript{236}

Perhaps the most interesting development will be whether cryptocurrency, on its own, can become a mainstream payment mechanism, or whether the future is simply in the blockchain. Some countries ban it outright as a form of payment;\textsuperscript{237} yet payments continue to surface—including lawyer’s fees, Montessori school tuition, real estate, and even a Lamborghini Huracan.\textsuperscript{238} Also, a new “Bitcoin Visa” is in the works by London Block Exchange (a British cryp-
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If payment acceptance becomes mainstream, then the entire concept of money, as we know it, will be under paradigmatic assault, and governments around the world will be faced with challenging decisions on how to respond.